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Professor Maria L. Bernhard, a pioneer in the field of classical archaeology in Poland, was born on August 6, 1908, in Łódź. She was the daughter of a mixed French-Polish family, one of her ancestors having been a Napoleonic soldier who for reasons unknown had settled in Poland. From him she inherited her French citizenship. While cultivating strong ties with France, she remained devoted to Polish affairs until the day she died. Poland was her native land of choice and she played an active part in the political life of the country.

Maria Ludwika grew up moving between Łódź, Paris and Warsaw. In 1928 she graduated from the Cecylia Plater-Zyberk Gymnasium, one of Warsaw's best secondary schools of the period, and enrolled in 1930 to study art history and classical archaeology at Warsaw University’s Faculty of the Humanities. Having completed her studies as one of Professor Kazimierz Michałowki's first students in the Chair of Classical Archaeology, which he had founded at Warsaw University, she became his assistant. Her interests in Greek pottery found a reflection in her diploma work, which entailed a study of the Greek vases from the collection of a known Polish collector, Erazm Majewski. In 1938, with her typical enthusiasm she threw herself into helping to organize an Ancient Art Gallery at the National Museum in Warsaw; she was to manage it as a curator until 1962. During the war she set herself the task of saving – with success on the whole – the Museum's ancient art collections from sharing the fate of many Polish artworks, that is, shipping to the Third Reich and in the years that followed she set her mind to tracing artworks plundered during the war. In many instances she was able to get these works to be returned to Poland. As curator of the museum collection she was responsible for many permanent and visiting exhibitions. Sensitive to the need for popularizing archaeology, she penned 16 exhibition catalogues and countless texts for the public. She was the spiritus movens behind the 1959-1960 perpetual loan of valuable artworks from the Louvre in Paris to the National Museum in Warsaw and then prepared a display of this collection [7].

Maria Ludwika Bernhard’s academic career opened brilliantly. In 1937-1938 she held a French government scholarship at the École Francaise d'Athènes, where she worked under the guidance of Prof. R. Demangel, preparing a publication of amphora stamps from Delos. She took the opportunity to observe French excavation practices, believed at the time to be a model for work in classical archaeology. Sojourning in Greece and around the Mediterranean, she acquired
a first-hand knowledge of various ancient art collections; this was to serve her well in her future writing and lecturing. In 1938 she went to Italy on a three-month scholarship from the National Culture Fund in order to continue her studies of amphora stamps. This was followed by another month at the École Française d'Athènes, after which she joined the excavations of the French-Polian Mission in Tell Edfu in Egypt, co-directed then by K. Michalowski and B. Bruyère. Two months before the outbreak of World War II in 1939 she was awarded her Ph.D. degree having submitted for acceptance a thesis on “Ancient Lamps in Warsaw collections”, written under the guidance of Professor Michalowski.

Shortly after the Nazis occupied Warsaw in 1939, Maria Ludwika Bernhard joined the underground movement, not just as an academic lecturer, but also as an active resistance fighter. She lectured at the underground university and joined efforts to save the Warsaw University Library collection from being shipped out of the country. She was a courier for the underground Home Army (AK), a military formation of the resistance in Poland, and then headed the Home Army’s Underground Communications Department. Arrested by the Nazis in June 1940, she avoided execution only because she held a French citizenship. She took an active part in the fighting during the Warsaw Uprising in August 1944 and after its fall joined the frantic effort to save the collections of the National Museum of Warsaw from the conflagration engulfing the capital.

After the war Maria Ludwika Bernhard returned to her post at the National Museum, and continued to lecture as Professor Michalowski’s assistant at Warsaw University. She started teaching at a number of artistic schools: the State Fine Arts Lyceum, State Higher School of Drama and State Higher School of Music. This she did until 1952. Having lost all of her pre-war work and notes, which burned in the Warsaw Uprising, she now set out to reconstruct this material. The text of her Ph.D. thesis, reconstructed and revised, was published in 1955 [1].

In 1954 Maria Ludwika Bernhard was raised to Associate Professor and nominated to the Chair of Classical Archaeology at the Jagellonian University in Cracow. After 1962 she focused all of her lecturing and scholarly activities on the Cracow school. Once again her uncommon energy and uncompromising attitude left its mark. The communist reorganization of academic studies had combined art history with prehistoric and classical archaeology to form one department focusing on the history of material culture. Bernhard now reintroduced the discipline of classical archaeology, referred to as “Mediterranean Archaeology” similarly as at Warsaw.
University. Over the twenty years of her chairing this field of studies, 41 of her students received MA degrees, seven completed their Ph.D.'s and 5 were habilitated.

Aware of the deeply rooted classical archaeology and Egyptological traditions in Cracow (the first Polish Egyptologist was Tadeusz Smoleński from Cracow, while Piotr Bieńskowski, professor of classical archaeology at Cracow, worked with Hermann Junker at excavations in Giza in Egypt and in Lower Nubia in the early 20th century), she embarked on bringing them back to life, firing her students with the same enthusiasm. Her museum background, which had given her an understanding of the role of historical objects in academic teaching and the importance of collections as part of the national heritage, prompted her to undertake a review of the collections of antiquities of the University as well as of the Princes Czartoryski Museum. Numerous diplomas based on these collections were written under her guidance. The search for objects, which had disappeared from the collections during the two successive world wars, brought out in her a detective streak, helping her overcome countless obstacles and trace sources of information dispersed around the globe. Tedious archival studies necessary to reconstruct the provenience of various objects were frequently crowned with success, leading up to the publication of a catalogue of the university collection, edited by Maria Ludwika Bernhard [26].

Archaeological excavations were an important field of her activities. She started out with fieldwork in the Crimea in 1956, where she worked under the supervision of Professor Michałowski and the Russian scholar W.F. Gajdukiewicz, excavating in Mirmeki, a colony of Miletus and later capital of the Bosporan state [9]. Her first independent project was the excavation in 1958 of a fortified settlement at Elizavetovskoje; a year later she was working at Kalos Limen [8]. Together with Professor Michałowski, who could not think of educating archaeologists without practical training in the field, she organized in 1957 the Center of Mediterranean Archaeology in Cairo affiliated with Warsaw University, intended like other national academic institutes in Egypt as a means for supervising archaeological activity carried out in this country. During 1959 and 1960 she spent several months in Egypt and again in 1967, when for a brief time during the Arab-Israeli war she was even in charge of the institution, showing model courage and a sense of responsibility in those difficult and dangerous weeks. That same year she directed the Polish archaeological expedition digging in the so-called Camp of Diocletian at Palmyra in Syria [17].
Much of Bernhard’s scholarly work was admittedly devoted to the history of collections of antiquities in Poland. In 1953 she organized an exhibition and accompanying academic session on the works of Stanisław Kostka Potocki (1752-1821), one of the first Polish ancient art collectors, who conducted his own excavations at Nola in Italy [2].

Bernhard’s interest in Hellenistic civilization, especially the phenomenon of Alexandrian art, culminated in a symposium that she organized at the Jagellonian University in Cracow in 1976, devoted to the topic of “Alexandria in Polish research”. The acts of the symposium, mostly concerning the results of excavations by Polish archaeologists on the Kom el-Dikka site in Alexandria, were published at a later date. Her opening lecture at the symposium provided an innovative look at the phenomenon of the so-called Alexandrian school in ancient art and its creative character, proving that no such thing had ever existed, all the artistic trends identified in this art going back directly either to Athens or Macedonia [28]. Twenty years earlier her idea for comparing Augustus’ mausoleum in Rome with the tomb of Alexander in Alexandria was widely applauded in the scholarly world [22, 23].

Notwithstanding these disparate interests, Greek vase painting remained at the center of her studies and she was an acclaimed scholar in this field. Between 1960 and 1994 she published seven volumes of Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum, covering the Greek vase collection of the National Museum in Warsaw [6, 10, 11, 16, 19, 25, 34]. She also penned an academic textbook devoted to Greek pottery [15].

To the Polish academic community Professor Bernhard is also known as the author of a four-volume “History of Greek Art”, which was published successively between 1970 and 1989 [21, 24, 30, 33]. This work, which covers Greek art from its origins in the Archaic period to its decline in Hellenistic times, is the first Polish-language academic textbook on the subject. The author included all fields of human activity, starting with architecture and sculpture and ending with a discussion of the minor arts. Particular historical periods are shown against a broad political background.

Professor Bernhard was acutely aware of the importance of international ties and cooperation for the development of science as such and students in particular. In the difficult years of the cold war, when Poland’s ties with Western centers of learning were severed, her lively contacts, based on her personal acquaintances, helped the Cracow school maintain the quality of its scholarship. Bernhard actively participated in international congresses and
symposia. She worked on editorial committees and authored items for the *Enciclopedia dell'arte antica classica e orientale* [12], *The Princeton Encyclopedia of Classical Sites*, *Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae* [31].

In acknowledgment of her scholarly achievements, Maria Ludwika Bernhard was awarded the prize of the French Académie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres in 1960. She was also a corresponding member of the German Archaeological Institute in Berlin, member of the Committee of Studies of Ancient Culture of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw, associate of the Classical Philology Commission of the Polish Academy of Sciences and Arts in Cracow and member of the Archaeological Commission of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Cracow.

Maria Ludwika Bernhard was awarded many distinctions, both Polish and international. Of these she prized the most the *Légion d'honneur* and medals for bravery in defense of Polish independence, including the London-based Army Medal and the Home Army Cross.

During her long life she was for those who had had the privilege of knowing her a personification of courage and uncommon vitality and perhaps foremost – a true lady. Always open to new ideas, she was to her students a source of advice and a mentor, also in personal affairs.
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